Abstract. Predicting new links in a network is a problem of interest in many application domains. Most of the prediction methods utilize information on the network's entities such as nodes to build a model of links. Network structures are usually not used except for the networks with similarity or relatedness semantics. In this work, we use network structures for link prediction with a more general network type with latent feature models. The problem is the difficulty to train these models directly for large data. We propose a method to solve this problem using kernels and cast the link prediction problem into a binary classification problem. The key idea is not to infer latent features explicitly, but to represent these features implicitly in the kernels, making the method scalable to large networks. In contrast to the other methods for latent feature models, our method inherits all the advantages of kernel framework: optimality, efficiency and nonlinearity. We apply our method to real data of protein-protein interactions to show the merits of our method.
Introduction
Link prediction is a major problem in relational data learning [6] . In Social Networks and Collaborative Filtering, one needs to suggest links for entities for recommendation. In Bioinformatics and Chemoinformatics, potentially valid links such as interactions are required to speed up experimental processes. In order to predict links in relational data, one needs to provide a common model for both entities and relationships (such as links) in the data. As these two types of information are of different natures, models are difficult to design and learn. While modeling entities are of common practice, modeling relationships is usually of more difficulty. For link prediction, these relations are interpreted differently and reflect different semantics. While in social networks, links are usually of similarity or relatedness nature, it is not the case elsewhere. It is the target of this work to deal with a more general type of network structures, to build link models and to train them on large-sized real data.
In principle, there are two different kinds of information used to learn a link model for link prediction. One is the information of network entities such as nodes of the networks. The methods falling in this category usually use the information of a pair of nodes to induce the label of having or not having a link [2, 8, 3] . Typical examples are sequences or profile information of genes, which are used to predict links (edges) in their networks. By using only the information on networks' entities, the models of the networks assume an independent and identical distribution of links. In other words, the structures of the links themselves are completely ignored. This is an unrealistic assumption in many domains where networks' structures themselves have patterns, such as social networks [12, 13] and biological networks [18, 1] . It is an objective of this work to show that network structures themselves contain information for the task.
The second kind of information used to predict links is structures (topologies) of the networks themselves. Similarity networks, due to its analogy to kernels [10, 7, 17, 16, 11] , can be modeled with kernels and therefore, there exist scalable methods. Bipartite networks can also rely on kernels for each of their parts together with aligning the parts [19] . However, it is more difficult to deal with networks without similarity or relatedness semantics. A common network type is modeled with latent feature models [14, 1] . This network model includes similarity networks and bipartite networks as special cases. For this type of networks, the available models are usually the plain latent feature models or matrix based models [5, 1, 13] . Training these models usually requires to generate latent features explicitly. This is a very time-consuming process, usually does not applicable to medium-sized networks. Another problem is that approximation in the training process leads to suboptimal solutions. Without approximation, these models do not scale to the sizes of real data, even for medium-sized networks. It is our motivation to be able to learn a model of this general type of networks efficiently and to avoid suboptimal solutions. We provide a kernel method to link prediction problem using network structures for the network structures modeled with latent features. The overall description of the method is depicted in Figure 1 . We design kernels to encode the structures implicitly, without the need of generating the latent features themselves. The idea is to give high kernel values to the pairs of links that potentially share latent features. We show how suitable the kernel is to sparse networks. By not inducing the latent feature directly, our method is much faster compared to the long execution times faced by the methods that explicitly induce latent features. Our method also gives a globally optimal solution as opposed to the other methods. Nonlinearity can be incorporated into the model seamlessly. For these advantages, our method gives a very high predictive performance for link prediction problems and applicable to real datasets of large sizes.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the generative model of networks' links with latent features in Section 2. We then develop our kernels for this model in Section 3. We visualize the idea of the kernels for this model in Section 4. We show our application in protein-protein interaction networks in Section 5 and conclude the paper.
Latent Feature Models of Graphs

Biological Motivation
An example is that a protein (node) is a collection of domains (features). A protein-protein interaction (PPI) is caused by an interaction between two domains from the two proteins [4] . However, the knowledge of domain may be incomplete, and domain-domain interaction is far less understood. Therefore, we wish to incorporate the domain-domain interaction knowledge in an implicit way. Given enough links, we want to infer from many pairs of interacting proteins' common features that play the role of domains and some pairs of features are likely to interact for PPI task.
Latent Feature Models of Graphs
We describe a latent feature model of graphs as also appeared in [13] . In this model, a link (edge) in the graph is generated by the relation between the latent features of the adjacent nodes. Denote A ∈ R n×n as the adjacency matrix of the graph. In general, A can be any real matrix. For our special purpose of modeling undirected networks, we assume that A is a binary symmetric matrix. Denote F ∈ R n×d as a binary matrix where each row is a d-dimensional vector of latent features. Denote W ∈ R d×d as a real matrix encoding strength of feature interactions. That is, W ij encodes the strength of interaction between the i th feature and the j th feature. We define that (F ,W ) is a latent feature model for
It is possible that there are several causes for a link but we only record one link (existence of a link rather than multiplicity of the link). Therefore, the equality in the equation (1) is replaced by the element-wise operator min(x, 1) where x is the entry of the right hand side of the equation (1) . It can be rewritten as follows
Simulation Example: The idea of latent feature model is depicted in Figure  2 . In this example, the set of nodes have three latent features, with the first two nodes has two features. As for the feature interaction matrix, it indicates that the first and the second features interact, also the third feature interact with itself. For the benefits of using latent feature models instead of latent class models, we refer to [13] for details. The following properties are observed.
-Each entry of W generates a subgraph given F . The overall generated graph is a superimposition of these subgraphs. This makes the model an additive one. -If W is diagonal, then the generated graph can be decomposed as a set of cliques. This is a model of similarity graph. -If W is symmetric, then the generated graph is symmetric. It is usually used to encode undirected graphs. -If F has exactly one nonzero entry in each row (such as the ones generated by Chinese Restaurant Processes (CRP)), then generating F is equivalent to clustering of nodes. -If the nodes can be divided into two groups, each with a separate set of features, and W has only interactions of features from the two different sets, then the generated graph is bipartite.
These properties make latent feature models general generative models for graphs.
Ideal Kernels
Given a latent feature model as a generative model of graphs, one wish to define a kernel that encodes the similarity of the nodes using this model. The semantic similarity of two nodes under this model is the amount of latent features they share, weighted by the importance of each feature. Therefore, we define the ideal kernels as follows.
Definition (Ideal kernels).
Define the set of ideal kernels for a latent feature model of nodes F to be K = {K * (D)} D , with D ∈ R d×d is any diagonal matrix with positive entries, and
A kernel value
T is the weighted sum of the number of common feature between the i-th and j-th nodes. However, since latent feature models are hardly obtained, the ideal kernels are not available. Any kernel defined from data with latent feature models should be close to some ideal kernels in some senses.
Link Kernels with Latent Features
We describe our kernel method to link prediction given the latent feature model assumption of the graph structures. The idea is to use the model to derive a kernel between all pairs of the nodes (called link kernel). We define the following terms: a link is considered as a positive pair of nodes while a negative pair of nodes encodes the non-existence of a link (nonlink).
Input: Adjacency matrix A.
Construct a node kernel
Kn following latent feature models.
Construct a link kernel K based on Kn.
Learn a SVM on K.
Output: New adjacency matrix based on the SVM.
Fig. 3. Network Structure based Link Prediction
The link prediction problem is then formulated as a binary classification problem. In the end, we classify the two classes, link class and nonlink class using Support Vector Machines. The overall strategy is in Figure 3 .
The kernel between pairs is based on the kernel between nodes themselves (called node kernel). We first describe the node kernel (K n ) that encodes the latent feature model, its relations to ideal kernels in sparse graphs, and then the link kernel.
Node Kernels with Latent Features
As latent feature models are the generative models of graphs, we wish to define the similarity of two nodes as the likelihood of having common latent features. This is inherently different from similarity models where similarity means the likelihood of reaching the other node through random walks [12] . However, latent features are implicit, we must estimate the similarity, in form of kernels, between nodes empirically. Knowing that nodes with common features tend to link to common neighbors in latent feature models, we define the basic node kernels as the amount of common neighbors of the nodes, as follows.
where norm indicates the normalization operator to make the diagonal elements all 1. Specifically,
A special case of this kernel is when all the nodes have exactly one feature (such as generated by CRP), then K n (a, b), for any node a and b, is either 1 or 0, indicating if they have the feature in common or not. An implication is that in networks where latent features are expected to be sparse, K n behaves similarly to this extreme case, showing a good indication of common latent features. Given the basic node kernel, additional tricks can be applied on top of this kernel to make new families of kernels. Diffusion kernels and exponential kernels on top of K n still conserve the idea of latent features. Of course, the higher the exponential we take on K n the looser the idea can be kept. However, please note that the most general version of spectral transform [11] is not guaranteed to conserve the latent feature assumption.
Note that this node kernel can be one of many terms in other kernels for similarity graphs such as path-based [15, 10, 7, 12] . However, we find that our proposed kernel in particular encodes the latent feature model that is suitable for our problem.
Relation to Ideal Kernels on Sparse Graphs
When the graphs are sparse (in our applications), sparse models are required to model them. The following propositions show the relationship between the node kernel K n and the ideal kernels when the models are sparse. Denote S i as the set of latent features of node i.
Proposition 1 (Positivity). If S i ∩S j = ∅ (two nodes i and j share at least one latent feature) and that feature interacts with another feature, then (AA
Proof. The proof can be easily seen because when they share a feature, they have a common nonempty neighborhood and therefore, (K n ) ij > 0.
This shows that if the values of ideal kernels on two nodes are positive, the value of K n is positive as well. This means that whenever the two nodes are similar (positive kernel value) in the model, the kernel K n can recognize that. This is useful for sparse graphs (causing sparse kernels), K n is not sparser than any ideal kernel.
Proposition 2 (Monotonicity). Suppose that the edges have the same amount of neighbors in the sense that
The first assumption is about the equal amounts of neighbors for the two pairs of nodes. The amount of neighbors of a pair of nodes is defined to be the product of numbers of its adjacent nodes. The conclusion is that, the more latent features they share, the higher the kernel value is. This is a property of the ideal kernels by the way they are defined, showing an analogy of K n to ideal kernels.
Proof. As (S
, the common neighborhood of the nodes i and j is a superset of the the common neighborhood of the nodes k and l. Therefore,
from the definition of the node kernel in (4).
Lemma 1 (One feature interaction). For any latent feature model (F ,W ), there exists another latent feature model (F ,W ) that gives (i) the same adjacency matrix, (ii) the same set of ideal kernels and (iii) the feature interaction matrix is nonzero on at most one of its entries in any row and column.
In other words, there exists another mathematically equivalent model giving the same ideal kernel sets and adjacency matrix in which each feature interacts with only one another feature.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to place a nonzero w ij in one new row and column of W and duplicate the columns of F when necessary to make F , keeping the adjacency matrix unchanged. Supposed that the (unnormalized) adjacency matrix A is computed by
where F ·i is the i-th column of F.
We then construct the F and W by sequentially appending feature columns and feature interaction matrix values in the formula 8 as follows. By doing this, then
Also, each row or column of W has at most one nonzero entry by the way W is constructed. Since the set of columns of F is the same as F 's, the set of ideal kernels are the same (only different by feature weighting).
Hence, we have constructed a new model with a feature either interacts or is interacted with at most one another feature. This is to say that there is a mathematically equivalent model that each feature only interacts with one another feature. We use this fact to facilitate our sparsity reasoning as follows.
Proposition 3 (Ideal condition). K n is an ideal kernel (K n ∈ K) if W F
T has all row vectors uncorrelated.
Proof. When W F T has row vectors uncorrelated, then: W F
Since D is diagonal with nonnegative entries, K n ∈ K.
Corollary 1. If W is an unmixing matrix of an Independent Component Analysis model for
F T , then K n ∈ K.
Corollary 2. If each node has only one latent feature, such as F is generated by a Chinese Restaurant Process or any class-based model in a model that W has only one nonzero entry in each row or column (guaranteed by Lemma 1), then K n ∈ K.
This is from the fact that W F T has only one nonzero entry in each column, therefore any pair of row vectors would have no nonzero entries in common. This makes row vectors of W F T uncorrelated. When the model is sparse, K n is close to an ideal kernel as follows. Denote
T F ·k is number of nodes having both features l and k. When l = k, we expect E lk to be small for sparse models. Given the Lemma 1, we assume that W il and W jk are the only nonzero entries in rows i
When F is sparse, off-diagonal elements of E is much smaller than diagonal ones (diagonally dominant ), the same thing can be said for D. This means that D is as diagonally dominant as E. We show quantitatively how close D is to an ideal kernel.
Proposition 4 (Approximation). When the model is sparse in the sense that
( i =j |W il W jk E lk | p ) 1 p ≤ δ for some small δ ∈ R, p ≥ 0, there exists an ideal kernel FDF T that is close to K n in the sense that D −D p ≤ δ.
In the condition (
is the weighted the number of nodes having the two features l and k (should also be small for sparse models, l = k inplies i = j). · p is the p-norm of a matrix.
Proof. We constructD as a diagonal matrix withD
This shows that the more sparse the model, the closer D is to ideal kernels.
When a model is sparse in the sense that each node has very few latent features, each latent feature interacts with one another features (by the Lemma 1), K n should be close to the ideal kernel FDF T since FDF T is linear inD. All these properties make the kernel K n a good approximation of ideal kernels in sparse models. Sparse models are suitable for our applications in sparse networks (nodes with small degrees). We elaborate more in the application part.
Link Kernels with Latent Features
Given the node kernel K n , a kernel between two links is usually defined to be the combined similarity between the pairs of nodes of the links. We choose the widely used and experimentally justified tensor product pairwise kernel [2] to be the kernel for pairs as follows.
Here is the kernel for the two pairs of nodes (a, b) and (c, d). Denote a i , b j as the features of a and b respectively in the feature space of K n , then the feature space of K consists of the following features for a pair (a, b):
as in [2] . Given that the node kernel K n is supposed to be the likelihood of having common latent features, link kernel indicates the chance of having two pairs of nodes with common features. For example, when the pair {a, c} share common features and so do the pair {b, d}, K ((a, b), (c, d) ) is high. Nonlinearity can be incorporated into this kernel, such as Gaussian kernels on top of it.
Demonstration
We show the idea of our kernel using the simulation example in the previous section. Suppose that we observe an incomplete graph of the example as in the adjacency matrix in Figure 4 (80% of the links are observed). We show step by step the idea of node kernels and latent features. Node Kernel: We visualize the nodes using the node kernel defined in (4). We use kernel PCA and plot the nodes using the first three components in Figure  5 . The nodes in the figure are the nodes of the graphs. The cyan edges are the observed links. The red edges are the missing links according to the model. First, we can observe that the cyan edges follow certain patterns of direction and endpoints. Another point can be observed is that the red edges follows the same patterns (endpoints lie in clusters, edges connect the same cluster pairs). This is exactly what we want in learning, testing data having the same distribution as training data. What left to be done is to keep these patterns in some spatial representations of the edges.
Latent Features:
We look into the model to show the distribution of nodes with features. We label the nodes with the same feature in shaded ellipses in Figure 6 . The labels of the eclipses, F 1, F 2 and F 3 correspond to the three latent features in the example. We can observe that the node kernel makes these nodes close to each other. The nodes with two features (F 1 and F 3) lie somewhere in between the nodes with only one of the two features (F 1 or F 3).
Negative Links: As shown in Figure 5 that the observed edges and missing edges have similar patterns. However, we use SVM to classify, we also wish the negative class (nonlink) not to follow the patterns. Therefore, we show all the edges that belong to the nonlink class in Figure 7 . We can observe that they do not follow that patterns of the positive class (the same endpoints but connecting different cluster pairs from positive links'). The demonstration shows that our designed node kernel successfully discovers the patterns of the link class as opposed to the nonlink class. It tends to group the nodes with common features close to each other as we designed. We wish to clarify the difference of our method from the other methods such as using Chinese Restaurant Processes or Indian Buffet Processes [14, 9, 13] . These methods group these nodes together explicitly while our method use a soft version of putting them close in a space. We believe that this is the key to be robust, allowing the inference step to be globally optimal and computationally efficient.
Application on Non-similarity Networks with Latent Features
Our targeted application is to model network structures with the latent feature models. Even though the model includes similarity networks as special cases, our target is to model more difficult ones, which are not similarity ones. Social networks are usually similarity ones, therefore not the prime target of our method. The PPI networks are the typical examples as it is non-similarity (we also show the experiments for this in the following subsection). There are other networks studied in Bioinformatics but they are too sparse and not large enough to study structures statistically. We used the PPI networks of yeast and fruit-fly from DIP database for their largest hand-curated networks available. For statistical study, we attracted only the largest connected component of the network in which the degree of each node is not less than m (minimum degree of nodes). In our experiments, we show all the values of m from 1 to 10 (8 for fruit-fly). For yeast, the subnetwork with m = 1 has 4762 nodes and 21836 links, and the subnetwork with m = 10 has 756 nodes and 8924 links. For fruit-fly, the subnetwork with m = 1 has 6644 nodes and 21501 links, and the subnetwork with m = 8 has 713 nodes and 5243 links. This is the size of data that we expect and we will show latter on that the other methods based on latent feature inference do not scale to this size.
Real PPI networks are sparse: less than 20% of the nodes in yeast and none in fruit-fly have degrees of 10 or more. This is the reason for sparsity analysis in Section 3.2. The sparse networks require the models to be sparse as well.
For each subnetwork, we used SVM (C = 0.001, but the results are the same for a range of C from 0.0001 to 0.1) as the classifier for our link kernels. We showed the average AUC score of different train/test splits with the ratio 90/10. We first showed the appropriateness of the assumption of latent features as opposed to the usual assumption of similarity. We then showed the time required to build one model to reflect the difference in execution times or our method compared to Indian Buffet Process (IBP) as described in [13] (with parameter α = 3, which we found to be a good trade-off to be able to train on our smallest datasets and induce a model with enough number of latent features). We then showed the performance of link kernels in link prediction. We also compared to sequence based link prediction to show the advantage using network structures. 
Latent Feature versus Similarity
We show the fitness of the latent feature model on yeast PPI networks as opposed to the similarity model in Figure 8 . We used the direct method [18] to predict links based on the two models. The idea of the direct method is simply nearest neighbor classifiers. For similarity assumption, probability of having link between two nodes is proportional to how similar they are in their connectivity patterns (called SimNN). On the other hand, with latent feature model, probability of a link between two nodes is determined by the class of its nearest neighbor in the link kernel (called LK-NN), not the kernel between nodes.
The figure showed a significantly different AUC scores of the two methods on yeast's networks. LK-NN was usually much higher (around 0.1 and more). It showed that latent feature model was more suitable to PPI networks than the conventional similarity one. The exception was at the subnetwork with the minimum degree of nodes of one. Since we were using only network structures, the nodes with degree one may not contribute to the network structure in these models. Therefore, results for the subnetworks with larger nodes' degrees demonstrated the reasonability of the assumptions used. For this reason, the latent feature assumption was more reasonable than similarity assumption here, and the methods for similarity networks were not recommended to use.
Execution Time
We show execution time required to build one model using our link kernels in Figure 9 . To compare to IBP, we also show the execution time in the process of building one model before it burns in in Figure 10 . For the long times required by IBP, we only show the execution time for the smallest subnetwork (minimum degree of 10 with only 756 nodes), which is supposed to require the least time among all the subnetworks. Fig. 9 . The time required to build one model using link kernels (in seconds) at subnetworks with different minimum degrees. Note that for the smallest subnetwork, the execution time is less than 90 seconds. We can see that the link kernels required less than 90 seconds for the smallest subnetwork, and increased to less than 500 seconds for the largest subnetwork of 4762 nodes. On the other hand, IBP required many hours for the smallest subnetwork of 756 nodes and did not burn-in on larger ones within one day. We conclude that our method using kernel saved many orders of magnitude the time to train one model, making training on medium-sized networks possible. This is a key advantage of our kernel method.
Link Prediction Results
We compared the prediction ability of our method using link kernel to the baseline of using IBP as in [13] in Figure 11 . The results are for different subnetworks with different minimum degrees. For small minimum degrees, the subnetworks have higher coverage on the whole network while the large minimum degrees will extract denser parts of the network, making statistical inference on this part more reliable. We show two versions of our link kernels: linear kernels and Gaussian kernels (γ = 2). The incomplete results of IBP was due to the fact that experiments took too much time (more than one day) to train one model.
We can read from yeast's results in Figure 11 that linear kernels had similar AUC scores with IBP. However, when using the nonlinear version of Gaussian kernels, AUC scores were significantly higher. We conclude that our kernel based method provided a significantly higher AUC scores than that of IBP. One surprise was that even using only network topology, we archived high AUC scores close to 0.9. These scores were much higher than random prediction. Given that the PPI networks are known to be noisy and incomplete, this experiment showed that there are patterns of the topology of the PPI networks. It also showed that our method was effective to encode these patterns. Similarly, we can see in the fruit-fly's results in Figure 12 that our method based on kernels outperformed IBP. The results on fruit-fly's networks were much lower than on yeast due to the fact that fruit-fly's ones are sparser, involving more proteins and there are no proteins with degrees of 10 or more.
Comparison to Sequence-Based Prediction
As opposed to using network structures, traditional methods use nodes' information such as protein sequences. Therefore, we also compared to spectrum kernels on sequences to predict links in the same manner. The results were not shown in the Figure 11 and 12 because they ranged differently. The highest AUC score on any subset for yeast was 0.71 ± 0.008 and 0.65 ± 0.016 for fruit-fly. We observe that network structures gave statistically significantly higher AUC scores (with t -tests at 0.01 level). This might be due to the fact that kernels based on sequences contain too much redundant information, since sequence-based kernels use all k-mers across the protein sequences. Sequence based kernels are redundant as only small parts determine its interaction ability to others.
Conclusion
We studied the problem of predicting new links using network structures in a more general type of networks. Specifically, we studied the networks that can be modeled by generative processes with latent features. This is a more general model of networks than the usually assumed similarity networks in most of the applications. In order to model real networks of medium or large size, we used kernels and casted the problem as a supervised learning one, inheriting optimality, efficiency and nonlinearity of the kernel framework. We showed the suitability of the kernels on sparse networks. We applied to the non-similarity networks of protein-protein interactions. The results showed that our kernel-based method gave a much higher performance than direct latent feature inference by IBP. Our method was also many orders of magnitude faster, and scaled to the sizes of real networks, unlike IBP. It was also shown that network structures gave higher results than information of the nodes. We conclude that for sparse networks with latent feature models, our method is able to utilize the relevant information in network structures to give faster, more scalable solutions, and significantly higher performances.
